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        £160.80
            

    
        £134.00
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        £159.60
            

    
        £133.00
        
 each and save 1%                            
	
                                    Buy 10 for 
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        The Plantronics CS530 has a Fixed Boom Arm Mic Boom Style
The Plantronics CS530 supports Noise Cancelling
Plantronics CS530 Datasheet
Plantronics CS530 User Manual
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        Plantronics CS530
There are several reasons that have forced the people to start using the wireless Bluetooth headsets. There is no doubt that the Plantronics CS530 is undoubtedly convenient. You can connect this amazing wireless Bluetooth headset with the PSP game console, tablet computers, video cameras, phones, and pcs. With the Plantronics CS530 you can connect to several devices and can take maximum benefit of this latest technology. This amazing product has reduced the uneasiness that one feels in untangling the mess of different wired products and phones. The Plantronics CS530 has brought extra convenience to your life
The Plantronics CS530 is a branded Bluetooth headset easily available in the market. Though normally the branded wireless headsets are expensive, but the Plantronics CS530 is exceptionally affordable. The latest technology used in this wireless headset has made it really efficient to work well with the less use of the electricity. The Plantronics CS530 comes with the feature of fixed boom arm and there is one monaural ear piece is attached. You can easily use it over the ear. The microphone attached with this wireless headset is also adjustable, and it is one of the lightest headsets available in the market
The CS family introduced by the Plantronics is equipped with the latest technology, streamlined design, and gives the high improved performance to its users. The reliability of the hands free productivity has made Plantronics CS530 one of the bestselling products. You can gain mobility by using this headset from up to 350 feet. One of the best features of the Plantronics CS530 is that it will give you one touch facility to answer and end the call. You will be also able to control the volume with the mute option. You will experience the better audio quality with this headset, and will face less interference with the other Wi-Fi networks
The battery time of the Plantronics CS530 is up to 6 hours and it has the weight of 25 grams on the ear. This headset has the sound levels about the 118dBA, and has the narrow or wideband width up to 6,800 Hz. This high tech headset comes with one year warranty. The use of the CAT-iq technology has made it possible for the high level voice quality with high definition. You will experience the natural sounding voice due to use of the enhanced digital signal processing in the Plantronics CS530

For further Plantronics CS530 Headset features please click here
For the Plantronics CS530 Headset user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	DECT
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the ear
	Mic Boom Style	Fixed Boom Arm
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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